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Discover the world with Eurowings

Eurowings represents a wide range of quality products at low prices. We have the

flight to suit every occasion, whether it is a business trip, city break or beach

holiday.

Eurowings offers more than 100 destinations in Europe and worldwide. We also

have an option to suit every passenger, with our BASIC, SMART, BEST and

BIZclass fares.
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Business Class

Premium lie-flat seat

Seat transforms into a two-metre-long, fully flat bed at the touch of a button

Adjustable armrest offers passenger more space in the shoulder region when

lying down

Personal entertainment system with 15" (38 cm) monitors

USB port and a 110-volt power connection at the seat
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Premium Economy Class

Premium seat, seat pitch approx. 115 cm*

Foot and leg rest

Adjustable backrest with generous recline

Equipped with HD screen and USB port

Additional 110-volt power connection

* Subject to changes
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Economy Class

Standard seat, seat pitch approx. 76 cm*

Equipped with HD screen and USB port

Anti-thrombosis upholstery

More legroom

Standard seat, seat pitch approx. 87 cm*

No surcharge

Only available via Lufthansa flight number

* Subject to changes
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Service on board

Meals and two beverage services free of charge, including soft drinks, tea and

coffee

Alcoholic drinks included in beverage service in Premium Economy Class, in

Economy Class available for a charge

Additional beverages available for a charge
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Entertainment on board

Inflight entertainment free of charge (headphones available for a charge)

In-seat screens with Eurowings inflight entertainment

Connection to Wings Connect portal and broadband Internet from €7.90
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Legal Notice

External Links

This presentation contains links to external websites of third parties, which content is not influenced by Deutsche Lufthansa AG including its affiliates. Therefore it is

not possible to give any warranty as to such third party content. It is always the respective provider or operator of the website which is responsible for the content of

the linked websites.

All Rights Reserved

All trademark rights, copyright, database rights and other intellectual property rights to the contents of this presentation, (as well as the organisation and layout of

the presentation), together with the underlying software code, if applicable, rest either with Deutsche Lufthansa AG including its subsidiaries or with its licensors.

You may not, either in whole or in part, copy, modify, distribute or use or reproduce in other form contents of this presentation, or the underlying software code, if

applicable, without the prior written consent of Deutsche Lufthansa AG.

Imprint

Corporate Headquarters: Deutsche Lufthansa Aktiengesellschaft, Cologne

Registration: Amtsgericht Cologne HR B 2168

Chairman of the Supervisory Board: Dr. Karl-Ludwig Kley

Executive Board: Carsten Spohr (Chairman), Christina Foerster, Harry Hohmeister, Dr. Detlef Kayser, Dr. Michael Niggemann
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